2018 Community Partnership Report

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP PHILOSOPHY

As PDC Energy envisions its long-term business plan, we recognize a responsibility to both individual stakeholders
and the community at large to create mutually beneficial relationships that endure. These relationships are based
on respect for members of the community, for the property of others and for the environment we all share. PDC
encourages employees to act with integrity and in a highly ethical manner—for themselves as well as on behalf of the
company—and to strive to be leading members of the greater community in which we live and operate.
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PDC VALUES
Integrity • Respect • Teamwork • Stakeholder Focus • Performance-Driven
At PDC, our core values emphasize integrity and respect for the environment and for the health, safety and well-being of our employees
and the communities where we live and work. We seek to live our core values every day. PDC is devoted to the responsible development
of the resources that power our lives while putting forth proactive and sincere investment in the time and resources needed to create
strong relationships with the communities where we operate.
We reach out early and often – to share our commitment to safety and environmental protection, to listen to and address concerns,
and to simply ask “how can we help support this community?” Often, the answer involves long-term partnerships with schools, local
thought leaders and first responders.
At PDC, we use the phrase “Community Matters” and you’ll see that in our employees’ day-to-day actions. Our
culture of community and environmental protection is something we’re incredibly proud of at PDC and we’ve
worked hard to maintain this focus as our company has grown.
- Bart Brookman, President and CEO
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COMMITMENT TO SAFETY

Out of almost 455,000
hours worked, PDC employees
had only 3 incidents that
required medical care and
only 1 resulted in days
away from work

Out of 3.5 million miles
driven, PDC had only 3 accidents
that occurred on public roads and
none resulted in injury
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ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
At PDC, safety is our highest priority. Upon hiring, PDC field employees receive
safety training followed by daily, weekly and monthly safety meetings. It’s also
important to us that our contractors and anyone who may be present on our locations
be aware of our safety expectations and are held to the same high standard, so we
ensure that everyone is safe on our locations.
Annually, our employees receive continued education and training about the latest
safety standards, new best practices, updated regulatory requirements and working
with first responders. Our employees also participate in industry-wide safety
committees and programs to promote consistency in maintaining the highest level
of safety. We collaborate with our peers to incorporate their good ideas into our
operations, and gladly share EH&S innovations that benefit others.

CONTINUED TRAINING AND EDUCATION
- Daily, Weekly and Monthly Safety Meetings
- Annual and Bi-Annual Recertification Training which
includes CPR and First Aid
- Field employees were trained on over 40 safety related
topics in 2017
• Examples of training include, but are not limited to:
»» Defensive Driving
»» Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
»» Job Safety Analysis (JSA)
»» Fire Protection and Fire Extinguisher Use
»» Wildlife Awareness
»» Colorado Regulations
»» Spill Prevention Control & Countermeasures (SPCC)
»» Stop-Work Authority, which authorizes any employee
to raise a concern about safety and have all work
cease until the issue is addressed.
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COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT
Consent Decree:
As part of our commitment to the U.S. EPA and the State of Colorado, following our Consent
Decree, PDC Energy has developed an industry-leading air quality protection program for our
Colorado operations. Over the course of 5 years, PDC will spend roughly $20 million on additional
air quality emission controls and programs, including modifying our emissions management, increasing
inspections and monitoring and installing tank pressure monitors. These changes will continue to reduce PDC’s air emissions in
Colorado’s Wattenberg field and reflect our strong commitment to protecting Colorado’s environment.
Air Quality Monitoring:
PDC employees are trained to conduct audio, visual and olfactory (AVO) inspections. In many cases, our
employees can detect the leaks using AVO during their normal visits to our locations.
We also have a robust air quality compliance monitoring program that utilizes state-of-the-art emissions
cameras that allow our employees to see leaks that are undetectable with the naked eye. These cameras
use infrared (IR) technology to detect natural gas, allowing our employees to see leaks in real time –
enabling faster corrective actions.
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IR cameras used
in over 1,800
inspections in 2017
~140,000
AVO inspections
completed in 2017

Reducing Traffic and Emissions via
Increased Pipeline Use:
Operational efficiencies and innovations
in pipelines used for oil and water in
our Texas and Colorado operations has
allowed us to reduce truck traffic by
roughly 260,000 truck loads, per
year. This reduced traffic footprint also
leads to air quality improvement, with an
estimated 800 tons per year reduction
in volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and
significantly less fugitive dust emissions.
We recently modified and extended a
Wattenberg pipeline agreement to further
strengthen our commitment to reduced
truck traffic by delivering more oil via pipe.

Vapor Recovery
PDC uses three different types of technology
to capture waste gas, repurposing it back into
energy and further reducing emissions daily.
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COMMITMENT TO INNOVATION
As PDC continues to grow, we are actively seeking out opportunities to run our operations in ways that are safer, more environmentally
friendly, and/or more efficient.
Reducing Tanks on Site: Over the next few years, PDC will be working to eliminate the number of storage tanks at our facilities. Moving
liquids through pipelines is a critical first step and eventually PDC hopes to be able to construct reduced-footprint locations with only 1-2
tanks on site. This innovative approach to production facility design is expected to minimize emission sources and potential for spills.
Powering our Fields: Oil and natural gas development often occurs in areas that are far from the nearest power lines, requiring
operators to use power generators, which produce emissions. At PDC, we are seeking out solutions that allow us to move away from
generators and toward more environmentally-friendly options. In the Delaware Basin in Texas, we are running our own power lines to
displace engine use and in the Wattenberg field in Colorado, we are working with local power companies and contributing the funds
needed to upgrade electrical systems for the benefit of the community, while reducing emissions.
Using Solar in the Fields: An outside visitor to a PDC production site might be surprised to see large solar panels connected to our
facilities. In fact, they’re a common component in our site design. At PDC, we’re using solar panels to monitor and control remote well
sites. Not only are they environmentally-friendly, they’re also critical in many remote areas.
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FEATURED EMPLOYEE
While growing up, Cat Greene was certain she wouldn’t end up in the oil and natural gas industry.
After all, she was the child of two oil and natural gas employees and didn’t want to follow in their
footsteps. Plus, she was more intrigued by creative fields. But no matter the field, she knew she had
an unshakeable desire to try to understand “how the world works,” as she puts it.
She ended up at the Colorado School of Mines on the encouragement of a dear friend and began her
tour of every engineering discipline, which is a requirement for every freshman at Mines. Cat was immediately captivated by the mix of
earth sciences (which are out of our control) and engineering (where we work to create control) in Petroleum Engineering. She pursued
a career in the oil and natural gas industry and didn’t look back.
At PDC, Cat assumed the role of a Production Engineer, where she’s responsible for the longest portion of
the lifecycle of a well. After it has been drilled and fracked, she takes over – maintaining the well, monitoring
production, introducing new technology to better enhance the productivity and, ultimately, safely retiring the
well through the plugging and reclamation process designed to bring the land back to its original quality. The
production portion of a well’s lifecycle can last for decades.
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PDC Energy’s
Denver Office is
50% women,
50% men

While it may sound like a hands-on job in the field, big data plays an important role. She
has written programs that take real-time data and calculates key engineering parameters,
allowing her and her colleagues to analyze large amounts of data quickly. The ability to see
real-time information on the status of a well, and monitor it remotely at any hour of the day,
saves time and resources. It’s a high-tech job in a high-tech industry.
Outside of work, Cat is applying her deep belief in conservationism and skills in project
management to restore her 1920s home to its original glory. Alongside her significant other
and their pug, Jack, they’ve done 90% of the work themselves.

“The petroleum industry has provided me the opportunity to better understand how the world
works than I could have ever imagined. In what other industry do you have the opportunity to
work outdoors, get your hands dirty on mechanical and construction related projects, work with
world class data and science based on earth and mechanical processes, understand working in a
commodity-based industry that is affected by geo-political interests, all while getting exposure
to finance and business and risk and economic valuation? The industry is so much more broad,
and creative and eye-opening than most realize.” – Cat Greene, Production Engineer
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH
COMMITMENT TO COMMUNITY
PDC puts a significant focus on our culture of volunteerism and the investment of time, effort and
charitable dollars in the communities in which we live and work. Since 2012, the company has
hosted an organized effort for our employees and their families to participate in an annual full-day
of volunteering called Energizing our Community Day (EOC).
Our reputation as a responsible corporate citizen is important to us. Being good neighbors, stewards
of the land and participating in local hands-on projects are ways in which we develop a strong
connection amongst our employees and our communities. Quite simply, it’s the right thing to do.
Because each community has different needs, and our employees are passionate about many
different organizations, EOC Day provides our employees the opportunity to contribute to the
communities and organizations of their choosing by nominating qualifying non-profits and creating
teams to achieve their volunteer projects.
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During EOC Day in 2017:

396

PDC employees
(roughly 85% of our
employee population)
volunteered

2,000+
hours at 31 organizations
in Denver, Colorado, Weld
County, Colorado, Pecos,
Texas, and Bridgeport,
West Virginia.

FEATURED COMMUNITY
Pecos, Texas is a small town with a large history
and an even larger sense of pride. Pronounced
PAY-cuss, the town is the home of the World’s First
Rodeo, and the West of the Pecos museum features
everything from a complete 1896 saloon to exhibits
honoring the early histories of Hispanics, African
Americans, Native Americans and war veterans.
PDC Energy acquired assets in Pecos in late 2016
and we’ve spent the last year growing our employee
base and creating relationships in the town. Though
we are just getting started, we’re proud to be a
part of the Pecos community and look forward to
fostering long-lasting partnerships.
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To see more about Pecos, visit PDCE.com/community

SUPPORTING OUR EMPLOYEES
PDC believes that engagement in the community
is a deeply personal commitment, and aims to
support our employees and their families in
making this part of their personal lives as well.
Each year, PDC contributes up to $200 per child,
per year, for our employees’ families to support
important extra-curricular programs such as 4-H,
athletics, dance, arts and music programs.
As our employees give, so does the company:
PDC matches up to $1,000 for each employee
annually in their financial contributions to
qualifying non-profit organizations.
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Strategic Partnerships in the Community
PDC proudly supports food banks in all of our operating
areas during times of crisis as well as seasonal times of
need. Traditionally, we will contribute an end-of-year gift
during the holiday seasons to local food banks to help
those in need celebrate the holidays with one less worry.
On December 19, 2017, PDC partnered with Greeley,
CO-based KFKA radio to host a community telethon
supporting the Weld Food Bank. KFKA’s mobile broadcast
team joined PDC onsite at the Food Bank, and PDC
matched every dollar raised during our telethon that
day, for a total gift to Weld Food Bank of $10,623.
Between telling stories on the radio and accepting dropoff donations, a team of PDC employees worked in the
warehouse, contributing over 40 volunteer hours sorting
and boxing food for their holiday needs.
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FEATURED PARTNER
Partners Mentoring Youth has been matching mentors with Northern Colorado youth since 1978, quietly providing lifelines for children
and teenagers whose paths may have been quite different had they not encountered or been referred into the program.
Those in the program call themselves Junior and Senior Partners. The former, an at-risk youth whose parents or teachers made the
determination that support and consistency of a mentor would allow them to experience trust and guided emotional growth.
The latter, an adult who heard about Partners and felt the deep pull to give back to their community and to provide the life skills needed
to succeed.
The matches between Junior and Senior Partners are not taken lightly. Partners utilizes a combination of background checks and
interviews to create safe and intentional matches. Then the relationship-building begins. Over the course of the year, two phases of
mentorship occur. The first is focused on getting to know each other and establishing friendship and trust. In the back half of the year,
the Senior Partners get to work, helping the Junior Partners with goal setting in school and in life.
It’s a method that’s been proven effective for decades, with success story after success story. One such success story is near and dear
to PDC Energy. One of our employees, Paul, has been a mentor to a Junior Partner for several years, creating a life-long friendship that
has inspired all of us at PDC. We invite you to learn more about Paul and his Junior Partner at PDCE.com/Community.
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Learn more about Partners Mentoring Youth at
partnersmentoringyouth.org/be-the-difference/
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In 2017, PDC supported over 130 organizations
in three states through corporate contributions,
matching employees’ personal contributions,
team fundraising projects and volunteer hours:

A Precious Child
Alzheimer’s Association
American Cancer Society
American Heart Association
American Red Cross
Arvada Hockey Association
Austin Pets Alive
Bicycle Colorado
Boy Scouts of America Allohak Council
Boy Scouts of America Laurel Highlands Council
Boys & Girls Club of Weld County
Boys & Girls Clubs Colorado Alliance
Boys Scouts of America - Denver Area Council
Bright Pink
Cattle for Kids
Child Fund International
Children’s Hospital Colorado Foundation
Clarksburg Mission
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Colorado FFA Foundation
Colorado I Have A Dream Foundation
Colorado School of Mines Foundation
Colorado Therapy Horses
Colorado Youth for a Change
Colorado Youth Outdoors
Comeback Yoga
Council of Senior Citizens of Gilmer County, Inc.
Crazy Horse Memorial Foundation
Cure SMA
Denver Center for the Performing Arts
Denver Dumb Friends League
Denver Fire Department Foundation
Denver Rescue Mission
Denver Scholarship Foundation
Destination Imagination - Colorado
Down for a Cure
Dress for Success
Food Bank of the Rockies
Food For Thought
Foothills Event Management LLC
Freedom Service Dogs
Friends of Muskingum River
Frontier Academy
Galeton Elementary Boosters

Gilmer County High School FFA
Golden Retriever Freedom Rescue, Inc
Greater Clarksburg 10K Run
Greeley Transitional House
Grove City College
Habitat for Humanity Metro Denver
Habitat for Humanity of Greeley: ReStore
Haiti Mission Society Inc.
Harrison County United Way
Harrison County YMCA
Hill N Park Senior Center
Hospice Care Corporation
Houston Food Bank
Houston Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals
Humane Society of Harrison County
Humane Society of North Texas
Humane Society of Parkersburg
Humane Society of Weld County
Kids Tek
Learning Options Inc.
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society
Lily Grace Foundation
Little Sisters of the Poor
Live By Living

Lupus Colorado
Luvin Arms Sanctuary Farm
Lynn’s Sweet Angels
March of Dimes
Marietta Area Recycling Center
Meals on Wheels
Medbrook Children’s Charity
Minds Matter of Denver, Inc.
Mountaineer Area Council
Mountaineer Athletic Club
National Kidney Foundation
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
National Sports Center for the Disabled
Northern Colorado Medical Center Foundation
Northern Appalachian Teen Challenge
Oilfield Helping Hands
Opportunity Council
Pack 6
Partners Mentoring Youth
Pecos Rodeo
Pheasants Forever
Potomac Highlands Wounded Warriors
Poudre Learning Center Foundation Inc.
Project Sanctuary
Purple Stride-Pancreatic Cancer

Red Hawk Elementary PTO
Rock Cave Elementary School
Rocky Mountain Children’s Health Foundation
Rocky Mountain Butterfly Consortium
Ronald McDonald House
Salvation Army
Samaritan’s Purse
Save a Kitty Feral Cat Program
Save the Children Federation, Inc.
Seniors’ Resource Center
Shepherds Corner
Society of Women Engineers
Soup Opera
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals of Texas
Special Olympics Colorado
Special Olympics Northern Colorado
Stink Bug Project
Susan G Komen Foundation
TCUMP Taylor County UM
Teen Challenge
Tennyson Center for Children
The Action Center
The Eating Disorder Foundation
The Jack Strong Foundation

The Knights of Swallows
The Lord’s Pantry
The Marie Gaston Scholarship Fund
There With Care
Triangle Cross Ranch Inc.
United Way of Greater Houston
United Way of Harrison County
United Way of Mon/Preston County
University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute
UPMC Hillman Cancer Center
Wee Cycle
Weld Food Bank
Women’s Fund of Weld County
WV Black Heritage Festival
WV Italian Heritage Festival
WV Pinewood Derby
YMCA of Metro Denver
Your Community Foundation, Inc
Zuma’s Rescue Ranch
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Learn more: www.pdce.com/community
Like us on Facebook

